Bling on the Holidays
Sparkle this season with gold and silver.
All of our packages can be customized to fit your event.
Please see our selection of add-on floral and decor.

Bling $850

Sparkle $1,000

One styled vignette.
Choose from mantel or holiday trees.
Includes three trees, with silver/gold
décor and lights.

Two styled vignettes in the venue,
Includes both mantel and tree
vignette, with 3 holiday trees.
Gold/silver décor and lights.

Two styled vignettes in the venue.
Includes both mantel & tree vignette
with 5 holiday trees.
Gold/silver décor and lights.

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

One welcome sign 3x3,.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance.

One styled bar, entrance table, and up
to two styled food stations.

One styled bar, entrance table with
floral piece, and up to three
styled food stations.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance,
faux holiday garland up entrance stairs
or railings.

Gold, silver or copper mercury glass on
up to six cocktail tables.
Up to 18 mercury glass pieces total.

Gold silver, copper mercury glass on
up to 10 cocktail tables.
Up to 30 mercury glass pieces total.

Shine $1,500

One styled bar, entrance table with
floral piece, up to three food stations,
and dessert station styling.
Gold, silver, copper mercury glass on
cocktail tables, up to 15 cocktail tables.
Up to 45 mercury glass pieces total.

Let it Snow
Embrace the promise of snow and enjoy winter's sparkle.
All of our packages can be customized to fit your event.
Please see our selection of add-on floral and decor.

First Snow $850

White Winter $1,000

One styled vignette.
Choose from mantel or holiday trees.
Includes three trees, white, silver, and
blue décor and lights.

Two styled vignettes in the venue,
Includes both mantel and tree
vignette, with 3 holiday trees.
White, silver, and blue décor and lights.

Two styled vignettes in the venue.
Includes both mantel & tree vignette
with 5 holiday trees.
White, silver, and blue décor and lights.

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

One welcome sign 3x3,.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance.
Faux snow added to hurricanes.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance.
Faux snow added to hurricanes.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance,
faux holiday garland up entrance stairs
or railings.

One styled bar, entrance table, and up
to two styled food stations.

One styled bar, entrance table with
floral piece, and up to three
styled food stations.

Silver mercury glass on up to six
cocktail tables.
Up to 18 mercury glass pieces total.

Silver mercury glass on up to 10
cocktail tables.
Up to 30 mercury glass pieces total.

Wonderland $1,500

One styled bar, entrance table with
floral piece, up to three food stations,
and dessert station styling.
Silver mercury glass on cocktail tables,
up to 15 cocktail tables.
Up to 45 mercury glass pieces total.

Classic Nw Package
Bring on the beauty of Pacific Northwest.
All of our packages can be customized to fit your event.
Please see our selection of add-on floral and decor.

Glen $850

Forest $1,000

One styled vignette.
Choose from mantel or holiday trees.
Includes three trees with, white, red,
green décor and lights. Accents of
wood and holiday greens. Pine cones,
wood slabs and birch accents.

Two styled vignettes in the venue,
Includes both mantel and tree
vignette, with 3 holiday trees. White,
red, green décor and lights. Accents of
wood and holiday greens. Pine cones,
wood slabs and birch accents.

Two styled vignettes in the venue.
Includes both mantel & tree vignette
with 5 holiday trees. White, red,
green décor and lights. Accents of
wood and holiday greens. Pine cones,
wood slabs and birch accents.

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional..

One welcome sign 3x3.
Script only, logo/custom art additional.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance.

One styled bar, entrance table, and up
to two styled food stations.

One styled bar, entrance table with
floral piece, and up to three
styled food stations.

18 piece hurricane/lantern entrance,
faux holiday garland up entrance
stairs or railings.

Gold, silver or copper mercury glass on
up to six cocktail tables.
Up to 18 mercury glass pieces total.

Gold, silver or copper mercury glass on
up to 10 cocktail tables.
Up to 30 mercury glass pieces total.

Finery $1,500

One styled bar, entrance table with
floral piece, up to three food stations,
and dessert station styling.
Gold, silver or copper mercury glass on
cocktail tables, up to 15 cocktail tables.
Up to 45 mercury glass pieces total.

Sugar Plum Dreams
Enjoy the sweetest things in life with joyful seasonal accents.
All of our packages can be customized to fit your event.
Please see our selection of add-on floral and decor.

Sweet Dreams
$425
One small custom dessert menu- Sign is approximately 18 inches x 18 inches.
12 frosted pink, ice blue and white mercury glass and candlelight.
Cluster of small white, silver and gold trees, 18-24 inches tall.
Up to eight dessert/cake stands in silver, blush, gold and clear glass.
Candy themed décor
Sodo Park placement under red hood, hanging ornaments in pastel hues mixed
with 10 hanging candlelight pieces.
The Foundry- depending on placement either hanging décor and candlelight or
frosted garland running the length of dessert station table accents of pastel décor
woven through the garland.

Add-Ons
Customize your look for just the right amount of shine and ambiance. Please
contact us with questions and to craft custom proposal. Our designers look
forward to bringing your vision to life.

Candle Centerpieces - $40 each
Includes 6 total Candles: One 10-inch hurricane, one bouquet vase with prefilled candle, one 5 inch pre-filled candle, and three mercury glass candles in
gold, silver, or copper. Holiday greens around the base.

Floral Centerpieces
Please see our basic holiday centerpieces below. Contact our designers for
custom styles and prices.
4 Inch - $50
6 Inch - $75
8 Inch - $100
Silver art deco vessel with
pillar candles. Must be in
contained hurricane or use
LED pillar. Mix of gold and
silver accents, frosted
pinecones and sage greenery.

Metal rustic container filled
with white and red roses or
other floral. Brasilla accents,
dusty miller, cedar.

Galvanized bucket vessel
with fir, cedar, pinecones
and touches of burgundy
amaranths, magnolia.

Birch vessel with mix of
holiday greenery, holly,
camellia and pinecones.

Signage & More
Signage additions- Starting at $50.00
Additional Vignettes- Starting at $200.00
Fresh Garland starting at $15.00 a foot
Candlelight package only- 18 candlelight pieces- $375.00
Station décor- Starting at $50.00
Mercury glass- $3.00 each
Welcome arrangement- starting at 75.00
Forging Room Gates with fairy lights- Starting at $350.00
Pillow Packages - Starting at $150.00

